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Sleep loss is associated with increased obesity risk, as demonstrated by correlations between sleep duration and change in body mass
index or body fat percentage. Whereas previous studies linked this weight gain to disturbed endocrine parameters after sleep deprivation
or restriction, neuroimaging studies revealed upregulated neural processing of food rewards after sleep loss in reward-processing areas
such as the anterior cingulate cortex, ventral striatum, and insula. To address this ongoing debate between hormonal versus hedonic
factors underlying sleep-loss-associated weight gain, we rigorously tested the association between sleep deprivation and food cue pro-
cessing using high-resolution fMRI and assessment of hormones. After taking blood samples from 32 lean, healthy, human male partic-
ipants, they underwent fMRI while performing a neuroeconomic, value-based decision-making task with snack food and trinket rewards
following a full night of habitual sleep and a night of sleep deprivation in a repeated-measures crossover design. We found that des-acyl
ghrelin concentrations were increased after sleep deprivation compared with habitual sleep. Despite similar hunger ratings due to fasting
in both conditions, participants were willing to spend more money on food items only after sleep deprivation. Furthermore, fMRI data
paralleled this behavioral finding, revealing a food-reward-specific upregulation of hypothalamic valuation signals and amygdala–
hypothalamic coupling after a single night of sleep deprivation. Behavioral and fMRI results were not significantly correlated with
changes in acyl, des-acyl, or total ghrelin concentrations. Our results suggest that increased food valuation after sleep loss might be due
to hedonic rather than hormonal mechanisms.
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Introduction
Numerous epidemiological studies suggest a link between re-
duced nocturnal sleep and increased risk for overweight and obe-

sity (Patel and Hu, 2008). For example, short sleep duration
correlated positively with body mass index (BMI) (Shigeta et al.,
2001; Heslop et al., 2002; Cournot et al., 2004) and nocturnal
sleep duration correlated negatively with body fat percentage
(Rontoyanni et al., 2007). In addition to endocrine mechanisms,
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Significance Statement

Epidemiological studies suggest an association between overweight and reduced nocturnal sleep, but the relative contributions of
hedonic and hormonal factors to overeating after sleep loss are a matter of ongoing controversy. Here, we tested the association
between sleep deprivation and food cue processing in a repeated-measures crossover design using fMRI. We found that willing-
ness to pay increased for food items only after sleep deprivation. fMRI data paralleled this behavioral finding, revealing a food-
reward-specific upregulation of hypothalamic valuation signals and amygdala-hypothalamic coupling after a single night of sleep
deprivation. However, there was no evidence for hormonal modulations of behavioral or fMRI findings. Our results suggest that
increased food valuation after sleep loss is due to hedonic rather than hormonal mechanisms.
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decision-related mechanisms likely contribute to the regulation
of food intake (D’Agostino and Small, 2012; Rangel, 2013) and
both may consequently affect overeating following sleep loss
(Chaput and St-Onge, 2014; Cedernaes et al., 2015).

The disbalance that sleep loss exerts on homeostasis can be
manifested in altered levels of hormones involved in hunger and
satiety. Two such candidate hormones are the orexigenic hor-
mone ghrelin and the anorexic hormone leptin. Receptors for
ghrelin (Howard et al., 1996) and leptin (Schwartz et al., 1996)
are expressed in the hypothalamus, which is involved in the reg-
ulation of hunger (Anand and Brobeck, 1951) and circadian
rhythm (Economo, 1930). For brain activation in response to
food stimuli, ghrelin has been found to act as modulator in
reward-processing areas (Malik et al., 2008; Kroemer et al., 2013;
Goldstone et al., 2014). When also taking sleep loss into account,
previous studies found elevated ghrelin concentrations, whereas
leptin levels were decreased after sleep restriction (Spiegel et al.,
2004; Taheri et al., 2004; Schmid et al., 2008; Morselli et al., 2010).
For example, compared with a 7 h sleep period, total ghrelin
levels and subjective hunger were significantly increased after
restricting sleep to 4.5 h and even more after a night of total sleep
deprivation (Schmid et al., 2008). However, studies focusing on
hormonal changes as a mechanistic account of increased food
intake after sleep loss often use controlled, artificial laboratory
environments with little resemblance to realistic life situations
(Spiegel et al., 2004; Schmid et al., 2008). Thus, endocrine mod-
ulation has recently been questioned as a major contributor to
changes in food choice and the consideration of increased hedo-
nic values of food after sleep deprivation was suggested as a
possible explanation for overeating after sleep loss (Chaput and
St-Onge, 2014). Therefore, control for both endocrine and hedo-
nic aspects seems crucial in this context. At the same time, highly
controlled experimental setups might not yield ecologically valid
insights.

fMRI studies revealed increased neural responses to food im-
ages in regions involved in reward and motivation following total
or partial sleep deprivation, such as the anterior cingulate cortex,
amygdala, insula, orbitofrontal cortex, nucleus accumbens, and
putamen (Benedict et al., 2012; St-Onge et al., 2012; Greer et al.,
2013). However, these studies did not examine more general
changes in reward processing, for example, by comparing food
with nonfood control rewards or subjective reward valuation via
parametric contrasts. Finally, effects on reward processing might
in part be driven by sleep-deprivation-induced hormonal
changes (Spiegel et al., 2004; Chaput and St-Onge, 2014). How-
ever, previous imaging studies lacked control for neuroendo-
crine factors.

Here, we specifically address these issues by combining ap-
proaches from decision neuroscience and endocrinology. We re-
corded fMRI during a neuroeconomic decision-making task
(Becker et al., 1964; Chib et al., 2009) assessing subjective values
of food and nonfood stimuli in a counterbalanced repeated-
measures design after habitual sleep and a single night of total
sleep deprivation. This enabled us to investigate food valuation
and sleep deprivation on an intraindividual level, controlling for
unspecific behavioral and fMRI effects by comparing food and
nonfood rewards in each condition. Additionally, circulating
hormones were assessed via blood samples obtained before fMRI
scanning. We hypothesized that a full night of sleep deprivation
selectively increases subjective valuation of food versus nonfood
rewards, paralleled by selective increases in BOLD signals in
reward- and homeostasis-related brain structures. Furthermore,
we predicted elevated ghrelin concentrations after sleep depriva-

tion versus habitual sleep as well as a modulation of behavior and
brain activity in response to food stimuli by changes in circulating
ghrelin.

Materials and Methods
Participants
Thirty-two healthy, lean, male participants (mean � SD age: 26.13 �
3.80 years, range: 19 –33 years; BMI: 23.32 � 1.44 kg/m 2, range: 20.52–
25.66 kg/m 2) participated in two fMRI sessions in counterbalanced order
following a single night of sleep deprivation or habitual sleep. No blood
samples could be collected from two participants and the plasma sample
of one participant was not frozen immediately after centrifuging in one
session, so endocrine data are only reported for 29 participants. All par-
ticipants were right-handed nonsmokers who had normal or corrected-
to-normal vision and no history of neurological or psychiatric disorders.
On average, they were good sleepers during the last 4 weeks as assed with
the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (Buysse et al., 1989) (PSQI Score:
4.43 � 0.36). The BMI exclusion criterion was a BMI of 25 kg/m 2 or
higher. However, if men interested in participating in the study failed this
BMI criterion during screening but had at the same time �20% body fat,
we included them in our study. This was the case for two participants
(BMI: 25.66 and 25.23 kg/m 2; percentage body fat: 15.3% and 18.4%,
respectively). Participants were not on a special diet and did not have any
food allergies. All experimental procedures were approved by the local
ethics committee (Hamburg Board of Physicians) and all experimental
appointments took place at the Institute for Systems Neuroscience at the
University Hospital Hamburg-Eppendorf in Hamburg, Germany.

Experimental design
Participants visited the institute for three appointments, further de-
scribed below: one screening and two counterbalanced experimental
fMRI sessions with either a habitual sleep or a sleep deprivation condi-
tion separated by 1 week. The evening before the fMRI scan, they received
a standardized dinner at the institute, after which they went home to
sleep as usual (habitual sleep session) or stayed at the institute to spend
the whole night awake under constant supervision (sleep deprivation
session).

Pre-experimental screening session. After recruitment by online adver-
tisements and a short phone interview, participants were invited to the
institute 1–5 d before the first experimental session for a pre-
experimental screening. During this appointment, participants read the
study description carefully and had the opportunity to ask questions
concerning the procedure before giving written informed consent. We
measured height, weight, body fat percentage, and the familiarity of the
stimuli used in the fMRI experiment. We determined body fat percentage
via the bioelectric impedance method with a BF306 device (OMRON).
Furthermore, a physician conducted a short medical examination to
ensure fMRI compatibility. At the end of the screening, we did not reveal
the order of the two experimental sessions. Additionally, to prevent
participants from sleeping during the afternoon before the sleep de-
privation session when habitual sleep was the first condition, we in-
structed them that all combinations of the two conditions could be
possible, including two habitual sleep or two sleep deprivation ses-
sions. Therefore, participants did not know if they were to stay awake
or could go home to sleep until they came in for the evening appoint-
ment. After the completion of all three sessions, we gave full disclo-
sure of the experimental procedure.

Experimental sessions. Both experimental sessions started at 8:00 P.M.
with groups of two or three participants undergoing the same experi-
mental condition. Upon arrival, they were told the experimental condi-
tion of the night and received a standardized dinner with 741 kcal per
serving (pasta with veal strips in cream and mushroom sauce: 582 kcal
total, per 100 g serving: 142 kcal, fat: 6.5 g, carbohydrate: 13.2 g, protein
7.7 g; apple: 68 kcal total, per 100 g serving: 52 kcal, fat: 0.2 g, carbohy-
drate: 14.0 g, protein: 0.3 g; strawberry yogurt: 91 kcal total, per 100 g
serving: 91 kcal, fat: 3.0 g, carbohydrate: 13.0 g, protein: 2.9 g). Impor-
tantly, participants fasted overnight in both conditions because we in-
structed them to refrain from food and caloric beverages until the
appointment in the morning.
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In the habitual sleep condition, participants wore an Actiwatch 2
(Philips Respironics) to track their sleep and wake times until the next
morning (average sleep duration: 6.73 � 0.93 h). They were instructed to
sleep as they normally do during a typical work week, went home to
spend the night as usual, and were invited again for the fMRI session the
next morning between 7:30 A.M. and 9:30 A.M. In the sleep deprivation
condition, participants stayed at the institute under constant supervision
and spent the whole night awake. During this time, they played card
games, parlor games, games on game consoles, watched television and
movies, and took walks at the university area.

Each experimental session in the morning started with hunger and
appetite ratings on a 7-point Likert scale, followed by Becker-deGroot-
Marschak (BDM) pre-scan bidding (see “BDM auction task” section),
blood drawing immediately before scanning, the BDM choice phase in
the scanner, and the BDM auction after scanning. We monitored partic-
ipants in the scanner by online eye tracking to ensure wakefulness during
the fMRI task.

BDM auction task
Participants performed a BDM (Becker et al., 1964) auction to assess
their willingness to pay (WTP, i.e., subjective value) for a range of snack
foods (food reward) and trinkets (nonfood reward) (Plassmann et al.,
2007; Chib et al., 2009). In this task, participants had the opportunity to
win a trinket and a snack item (factor reward category with levels “food”
and “nonfood”). The task consisted of three phases, reported below in
more detail: (1) a prescan free bidding phase to obtain subjective value
estimates for all items, (2) a decision phase in the scanner, and (3) a
postscan auction phase. The procedure for the BDM auction closely
followed previous studies (Plassmann et al., 2007; Chib et al., 2009). In
particular, care was taken to ensure that all participants understood the
auction procedure and that the best strategy was to bid exactly the max-
imum amount that they were willing to pay for an item in the prescan
phase. Also, participants were instructed that, following scanning on
each day, one trial per item category (food and nonfood) from the com-
bined set of trials from the bidding and decision phase would be selected
and played out. All snacks and trinkets were available and arranged in the
testing room such that all choices involved the prospect of obtaining the
actual rewards.

Prescan bidding phase. In the bidding phase (Fig. 1a), participants
received 3 € to spend on snacks and 3 € to spend on trinkets. They saw all
food and nonfood images and indicated their WTP for each item on a
scale from 0 € to 3 € in steps of 0.25 €. They were instructed to bid the
maximal amount that they were willing to spend on the item and that
they could use the full range of the 3 € for each item because only one item
per category was drawn in the auction at the end. After bidding on all
items, the median of all food and nonfood items bid values was calculated
separately for each participant and session and used as reference price in
the respective fMRI decision phase (Chib et al., 2009). We informed
participants about the reference price and carefully ensured that they
correctly understood it by checking repeatedly if they remembered and
could reproduce the correct reference price. Additionally, the reference
price was displayed on the task screen while positioning the participants
in the scanner as well as during the first minutes during positioning.
Before the fMRI task started, we briefly instructed the participants again
over an intercom with the choice task and the reference price.

fMRI decision phase. During the choice phase in the fMRI scanner,
participants underwent a task in which they made repeated choices be-
tween buying or rejecting an item for the median price over all items (Fig.
1b). Participants saw all snack and trinket images again and had to indi-
cate if they would buy or reject them for the reference price, which was
the median bid over all food and nonfood items and was calculated for
each participant and session. In a typical trial, participants saw a green
dot for 0.5 s, followed by the food or nonfood item for 6 s. Subsequently,
a red cross (reject) and a green check mark (accept) appeared randomly
left and right of the image for 2 s, indicating the decision-making phase.
Participants made choices via a MRI-compatible button box. The inter-
trial interval was marked by a red dot with a randomized presentation
time between 2 and 6 s sampled from a uniform distribution.

Postscan auction. In the auction after scanning, one trial per category
was randomly drawn from all trials of the bidding and choice phases. For
trials of the bidding phase, the participants’ auction bid was the bidding
value, whereas for trials of the choice phase, the participants’ auction bid
was the reference price in case the participants accepted the item or 0 € in
case they rejected it. The participants’ bid competed against a randomly
generated price by the computer between 0 € and 3 € in 0.25 € steps. If the
participants’ price was higher than or equal to that of the computer, then
they purchased the snack for the lower price and additionally received the
difference amount to 3 €. If the computer-generated price was higher
than the participants’ price, then the item could not be bought but par-
ticipants received the full 3 €. After the auction, participants stayed an-
other 30 min at the institute and could not eat anything except the snack
if they had purchased one.

Stimuli
Visual stimuli consisted of 48 different snack food and 48 different trin-
ket images. The presented snacks were familiar snack foods available in
Germany [mean � SD familiarity: 3.88 � 0.66, scale from 1 (not famil-
iar) to 5 (highly familiar)] such as chocolate bars and chips as compiled
from an internet search and a previous study (Gluth et al., 2015). Trinkets
were familiar [mean � SD familiarity: 3.64 � 0.75, scale from 1 (not
familiar) to 5 (highly familiar)] everyday items such as office, drugstore,
or university merchandise items compiled from an internet search and
inspired by the trinket items used in Chib et al. (2009).

All images were resized to 400 pixels in the largest dimension, super-
imposed on a gray background image, and presented with Presentation
software version 18 (Neurobehavioral Systems; RRID:SCR_002521). For
each participant, half of the 48 stimuli from each category were randomly
chosen and presented on the first scanning day, the other half on the
second scanning day. Because we did not take into account caloric den-
sity of the snack food items for randomization, we conducted a post hoc
analysis to confirm that the randomized stimuli sets of the habitual sleep
and sleep deprivation sessions were matched according to caloric density
by analyzing relatively high and relatively low caloric density between
sessions. For this purpose, we median split the snack food stimulus set
based on caloric content per 100 g (kcal/100 g) into relatively high and
relatively low caloric items. A repeated-measures ANOVA with the fac-
tors sleep state (habitual sleep vs sleep deprivation) and caloric density
(relatively higher vs lower caloric density) revealed no main effect of sleep
state (F(1,31) � 0.24, p � 0.63) and no interaction between the two factors
(F(1,31) � 0.08, p � 0.78). However, there was a significant difference
between the caloric content of the relatively high and low caloric density
items (F(1,31) � 75337.05, p � 0.001; mean kcal/100 g for low caloric
density: habitual sleep: 404.72 � 1.66, sleep deprivation: 406.39 � 1.67;
for high caloric density: habitual sleep: 546.79 � 1.31, sleep deprivation:
547.71 � 1.25).

Images from both categories were mixed and randomly presented in
two runs per session. In the scanner, images were projected on a wall and
participants saw them via a mirror mounted on the head coil.

Blood sampling and analyses
We took blood plasma and serum samples in both sessions to determine
circulating levels of ghrelin, leptin, insulin, cortisol, and glucose. Collec-

Figure 1. Outline of the BDM task structure of the prescan bidding phase (a) and the fMRI
decision phase (b).
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tion of blood samples took place immediately before fMRI scanning to
measure endocrine concentrations during the fMRI BDM choice task.

Plasma blood samples of 8.5 ml were collected in BD P800 tubes (BD
Biosciences) containing K2EDTA anticoagulant for ghrelin concentra-
tion determination. They were immediately preprocessed by centrifug-
ing at 4°C for 10 min at 1200 � g, pipetting off the supernatant, and
stored at �80°C.

Serum blood samples of 7.5 ml were collected in Serum Gel Mon-
ovettes (Sarstedt) to determine leptin, cortisol, and insulin concentra-
tions. The blood soaked for 45 min in the gel solution before the samples
were centrifuged at room temperature for 10 min at 2000 � g. The
supernatant was pipetted off and stored at �80°C.

Two additional serum samples of 2.7 ml each for glucose determina-
tion were collected in Sarstedt S-Monovettes with Fluorid EDTA and also
soaked for 45 min in gel solution before centrifuging at room tempera-
ture for 10 min at 2000 � g. The supernatant was pipetted off and stored
at �80°C.

All serum blood samples were analyzed by the LADR laboratory in
Geesthacht, Germany. Leptin was analyzed with a sandwich enzyme-
linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) from DRG, cortisol and insulin
with an electro-chemiluminescence immunoassay (ECLIA) method
from Roche, and glucose with a photometric AU 5800 from Beckman
Coulter.

Total and acyl ghrelin concentrations were analyzed at the Meta-
bolic Core Unit, CBBM, in Luebeck, Germany with a radioimmune
assay (Millipore).

fMRI data acquisition
fMRI data were obtained on a Siemens Magnetom Trio 3 T whole-body
scanner using a 32-channel head coil. Functional images were collected
using single-shot echoplanar imaging with parallel imaging (GRAPPA,
in-plane acceleration factor 2) (Griswold et al., 2002) and simultaneous
multi-slice acquisitions (“multiband,” slice acceleration factor 2) (Fein-
berg et al., 2010; Moeller et al., 2010; Xu et al., 2013) as described previ-
ously (Setsompop et al., 2012) (TR � 2260 ms, TE � 30 ms, number of
slices � 60, flip angle � 80°, voxel size � 1.5 * 1.5 * 1.5 mm). The
corresponding image reconstruction algorithm was provided by the Uni-
versity of Minnesota Center for Magnetic Resonance Research.

Statistical analysis for behavioral data
Paired-samples t tests with a significance threshold of p � 0.05, two-
tailed, were computed using MATLAB R2016b (RRID:SCR_001622) and
repeated-measures ANOVAs were computed using JASP 0.8.1.2 (RRID:
SCR_015823).

Hunger ratings. Subjective hunger ratings before the BDM task were
compared between sessions with a paired-samples t test.

Bids and reaction times. We assessed differences between bids and re-
action times from the BDM prescan bidding phase using 2 � 2 repeated-
measures ANOVAs with the factors sleep state (habitual sleep, sleep
deprivation) and reward category (food, nonfood).

As suggested by one reviewer, we conducted a post hoc analysis to
examine the impact of caloric density (kcal per 100 g) of the snack food
items on WTP for these items. For this purpose, we median split food
datasets of each participant and each session into relatively high and
relatively low caloric items and computed a repeated-measures ANOVA
with the factors sleep state (habitual sleep, sleep deprivation) and caloric
density (relatively low caloric density, relatively high caloric density).

As another post hoc analysis requested by one reviewer, we additionally
correlated the change in subjective value of the items reflected by the
change in the difference between bids for food and bids for nonfood
items between the two states with the change between the two states for
food and nonfood items in all behavioral (change in hunger, change in
reaction times, and change in probability to buy items for the reference
price) and neural parameters (change in � values for parametric WTP
modulation in the and right hypothalamus, change in � values related to
image onsets in the amygdala, and change in � values for PPI image
onset-related activity for the connectivity between amygdala and hypo-
thalamus) as exploratory analysis. Due to multiple correlations, we ap-
plied a Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons ( p � 0.05/7).

Percentage irrational choices. Irrational choices are choices during the
choice phase that are not predicted based on the subjective values from
the bidding phase. Irrational choices were thus defined as rejections
when the reference price was equal to or smaller than the subjective value
assessed during bidding or as acceptance when the reference price was
higher than the subjective value assessed during bidding. The number of
irrational choices was divided by the total number of decision trials and
multiplied by 100.

Probability to buy. The probability to buy an item [p(buy)] for the
individual median bid during the scanning choice phase was calculated
by dividing the number of accepted by the total number of items. Differ-
ences between sleep states and reward categories were compared with a
repeated-measures ANOVA.

Hierarchical Bayesian drift diffusion modeling (DDM). To further sup-
plement analyses of bidding behavior, individual participant’s choice
and reaction time data were fit with a DDM (Ratcliff and McKoon, 2008).
During the scanning choice phase, participants made repeated choices
between the presented reward (trinket or snack) and the prescanning
median bid from the BDM auction. The DDM is a frequently used model
describing two-alternative forced-choice tasks and has been shown to be
valid in the context of value-based choices (Milosavljevic et al., 2010).
The choice process is modeled as a noisy evidence accumulation process
over time between two boundaries. As soon as one of the boundaries is
crossed, the associated response is executed. This evidence accumulation
is described by several underlying parameters, which in turn give rise to
the reaction time distributions for correct and incorrect choices (Ratcliff
and McKoon, 2008). The drift rate v reflects the rate of evidence accu-
mulation over time; the boundary separation a reflects the amount of
evidence required to execute a choice; the nondecision time parameter t
captures the time needed to perceive the stimulus and execute a motor
response; and z corresponds to the starting point of the evidence accu-
mulation process between the two boundaries and was fixed at the mid-
point between the two boundaries in the model. In addition, intertrial
variability in nondecision time (St) was included in the model because
setting it to zero might be problematic for model estimation (Voss et al.,
2015). Correct choices were defined as choices consistent with the me-
dian bid from the prescan bidding phase; that is, buying the item if the bid
was greater than or equal to the median bid and rejection if the bid was
less than median bid, whereas incorrect choices were defined as choices
inconsistent with the median bid from the prescan bidding phase.

Parameter values were estimated using a hierarchical Bayesian param-
eter estimation procedure based on Markov Chain Monte Carlo simula-
tion via a Python-based toolbox, the hierarchical DDM (HDDM)
(Wiecki et al., 2013). There are two key advantages to this method. First,
hierarchical models estimate group and individual parameters simulta-
neously, allowing the group estimates to constrain the values of individ-
ual parameter estimates. Therefore, fewer trials are needed to reliably
estimate individual parameter values. Second, the posterior distributions
derived by Bayesian estimation procedures provide the most likely pa-
rameter estimates as well as a measure of uncertainty in these estimates.

Two independent but equivalent models were estimated for the habit-
ual sleep and the sleep deprivation conditions. For both models, 20,000
samples were drawn from the posterior distribution. Two thousand of
these samples were discarded as burn-in. Successful chain convergence
was assessed by comparing interchain and between-chain variance with
the Gelman–Rubin statistic (Gelman et al., 2013). It was hypothesized
that an increase in standardized absolute value difference between the
median bid from the bidding phase and the presented stimulus in the
choice phase of the task would influence the drift rate differently for the
habitual sleep compared with the sleep deprivation condition. Similar to
previous studies that have examined conflict-dependent changes in drift
rates associated with sleep deprivation (Menz et al., 2012), we expected
that sleep-deprived participants would show a diminished effect of stan-
dardized absolute value difference on the drift rate and thus attenuated
conflict-dependent slowing. Therefore, drift rates were modeled using a
regression approach as a linear function of the standardized absolute
value difference in each of the compared models. The linear model used
to estimate the trial-by-trial drift rate contained one intercept and a slope
parameter for each of the two stimulus types (food vs nonfood rewards).
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This HDDM regression approach has been described previously (Wiecki
et al., 2013) and has been applied in a number of previous studies (Ca-
vanagh et al., 2011; Herz et al., 2016).

Statistical analysis for endocrine data
All analyses with endocrine data were conducted using MATLAB
R2016b. For visualization, raw values of endocrine data were compared
using nonparametric Wilcoxon signed-rank tests with a two-tailed sig-
nificance threshold of p � 0.05, as shown in Table 5 and Figure 7, but due
to skewed distributions, we log-transformed all endocrine parameters
before further analyses.

In an exploratory analysis, we additionally calculated the homeostatic
model assessment for insulin resistance (HOMA-IR) as a measure for
insulin sensitivity with the following equation (Matthews et al., 1985):
insulin(mU1�1) * glucose(mmol 1�1)

22.5
.

We calculated correlations between log-transformed ghrelin and lep-
tin parameters and the interaction between sleep state and category of the
extracted � values of the valuation signals in left and right hypothalamus,
the image-onset-related activity in left and right amygdala, and the cou-
pling between right amygdala and left hypothalamus.

Furthermore, we also calculated multiple linear regression models
with changes in all hormone parameters between sessions as predictors
and the extracted � values of the fMRI interaction contrasts of interest as
criteria. A correlational analysis between the changes in hormone con-
centrations from habitual sleep to sleep deprivation sessions revealed a
strong correlation between des-acyl ghrelin and total and acyl ghrelin and
between leptin and insulin. We only included the four noncorrelated
predictors in the multiple linear regression models: des-acyl ghrelin,
leptin, glucose, and cortisol. As criteria, we used the interaction be-
tween sleep state and category of the extracted � values of the valua-
tion signals in right hypothalamus, the image-onset-related activity in
right amygdala, and the coupling between right amygdala and left
hypothalamus.

We calculated des-acyl ghrelin concentrations by subtracting raw val-
ues of acyl from total ghrelin values.

Statistical analysis for fMRI data
Preprocessing and noise regressors. Imaging data were analyzed using
SPM12 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/; RRID:SCR_007037). After
removing the first five scans, images were realigned to the first scan and
unwarped to account for movement-related effects. The anatomical im-
age scan was then coregistered to the mean realigned EPI image and
segmented into gray matter, white matter, and CSF. For each subject and
session, we additionally computed noise regressors in two steps. First, we
created a combined white matter and CSF mask image. Second, we cal-
culated a principal component analysis over all voxels in the mask, iden-
tifying all principal components that explained �1% of the variance in
the mask time series. These principal component scores were included in
the first-level models as regressors of no interest (mean � SEM number
of components: sleep deprivation 8.75 � 0.3; habitual sleep 7.69 � 0.28).

First-level analyses. After preprocessing, we set up a general linear
model at first level in single-subject space. For each session, we included
the following regressors, which were convolved with the hemodynamic
response function: (1) onsets of the snack food images as stick function;
(2) WTP values on these food items, that is, subjective values, as first
parametric modulator; (3) squared bid values on these food items as
second parametric modulator; (4) onsets of the nonfood trinket images
as stick function; (5) WTP values on these nonfood items, that is, sub-
jective values, as first parametric modulator; (6) squared bid values on
these nonfood items as second parametric modulator; (7) regressor of no
interest coding for error trials; and (8) noise regressors (see above) as
additional nonconvolved covariates. Normalization parameters were ob-
tained for the structural scans and applied to the single-subject contrast
images, writing the normalized contrasts with 1.5 * 1.5 * 1.5 mm. Nor-
malized contrast images were smoothed with a 6 mm full-width at half-
maximum isotropic Gaussian kernel.

Second-level models. Sleep-state-dependent changes in BOLD activa-
tion related to stimulus onsets and valuation signals (parametric effects

of WTP) were analyzed on the second level via a flexible factorial model
with the within-subject factors reward category (food, nonfood) and
sleep state (sleep deprivation, habitual sleep).

Psychophysiological interaction analysis (PPI). We also investigated
sleep state � reward-category-dependent changes in functional connec-
tivity via PPIs (Friston et al., 1997). For the PPI analysis, we had to bring
single-subject data into MNI space and therefore reran preprocessing as
described above with the addition of normalizing the EPIs to MNI space,
writing them with 1.5 * 1.5 * 1.5 voxel and smoothing the images with a
6 mm full-width at half-maximum isotropic Gaussian kernel. These pre-
processed images were the basis for the PPI analysis described below.
Because this is a different preprocessing pipeline than in our original
model, we also computed first-level models and a flexible factorial sec-
ond level as described above with these MNI-preprocessed images as a
sanity check for peaks of the BOLD activation related to stimulus onset
and for valuation signals. The peaks are crucial because they are used as
seeds for the PPI analyses. These seed regions were determined by peaks
in ROIs that reached a familywise error (FWE)–small volume correction
(SVC)-corrected p-value � 0.05 in the flexible factorial contrasts for
BOLD activation related to stimulus onset and for valuation signals.
Comparisons between the peak coordinates of the MNI-preprocessed
second-level models and the single-subject space-preprocessed models
revealed highly similar localization: As in the original analysis, the right
amygdala [MNI coordinates (x, y, z) � (21, �4, �25)] revealed higher
activation for snack onset compared with trinket onset images after sleep
deprivation compared with sleep, whereas the right hypothalamus clus-
ters (4, �1, �10) and left (�4, �6, �12) showed sleep state � reward
category interaction effects with respect to valuation signals.

For the PPI analysis, we proceeded as follows for each subject and each
session: We extracted time series in the peak voxels from preprocessed
images, created PPI regressors for BOLD activation related to food stim-
uli onsets and food valuation signals � BOLD activation related to non-
food stimuli onsets and nonfood valuation signals, and calculated an
additional PPI first level model with the user-defined PPI regressors and
noise regressors. We then compared BOLD activation related to stimulus
onset and valuation signals between sleep deprivation and habitual sleep
groups with a second-level paired t test model.

Correction for multiple comparisons. All results are reported using
FWE-corrected p-values based on anatomical or function regions of in-
terest (ROIs). We focused on three different ROIs and conducted FWE-
SVC with all of these three ROIs in each contrast. First, we were interested
in reward-related regions, in particular vmPFC, ventral striatum, and
posterior cingulate. Previous studies using the BDM auction task focused
on the vmPFC (Plassmann et al., 2007; Chib et al., 2009). For assessing
brain activation in the reward system including vmPFC, we used a two-
step SVC procedure. First, we used a reward ROI mask provided by the
Rangel Neuroeconomics Laboratory (www.rnl.caltech.edu/resources/
index.html) encompassing regions involved in reward processing and
valuation. This mask is a conjunction of the results of two published
meta-analyses (Bartra et al., 2013; Clithero and Rangel, 2014) defining
areas that positively correlate with reward value and it has the advantage
that it encompasses a bilateral value-associated vmPFC mask and addi-
tional reward-related regions such as bilateral ventral striatum, posterior
cingulate cortex (PCC), and anterior cingulate (ACC). In a second step,
we confirmed the precise anatomical localization of clusters surviving
SVC within the reward mask via a 5 mm sphere around peak coordinates
of Chib et al. (2009) (�9/39/�6) for vmPFC and peak coordinates of
Suzuki et al. (2017) (�36/26/�11) for lateral OFC. Second, we focused
on the hypothalamus as one of the most important regions in food and
circadian regulation (Economo, 1930; Anand and Brobeck, 1951) and
created a bilateral hypothalamus mask using an automated neurosynth
meta-analysis with the keyword “hypothalamus” (www.neurosynth.org;
RRID:SCR_006798). We thresholded the resulting reverse inference map
at z � 18 to exclude unspecific activation and saved it as binary mask
image. Note that this approach is not directly based on anatomical con-
siderations, but rather depends on how researchers commonly classify
imaging activations as being located in the hypothalamus. We checked
that the choice of hypothalamus ROI did not affect the primary hypo-
thalamus interaction effect. That is, in the right hypothalamus, the sleep
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state � reward category interaction effect also survived correction across
a bilateral anatomical hypothalamus from the WFU Pick Atlas (Maldjian et
al., 2003, 2004; RRID:SCR_007378) [(4, �2, �10): z � 2.91, p � 0.024,
FWE-SVC-corrected] and when coordinate-based ROIs were used as in a
previous study (Kullmann et al., 2015) (medial hypothalamus (4, �2, �12)
� 2 mm sphere radius; z � 2.91, p � 0.008, FWE-SVC-corrected). As a third
ROI, we focused on the amygdala because it was revealed as region of acti-
vation in the context of homeostasis-related processing (Sun et al., 2015) and
after a food-related value-based decision making task after sleep deprivation
(Greer et al., 2013). A bilateral amygdala mask was taken from the WFU Pick
Atlas by combining the provided masks for the left and right basolateral
amygdalae (Maldjian et al., 2003, 2004).

For display purposes, activation in fMRI figures is thresholded at p �
0.005, uncorrected. Activations are projected on a skull-stripped mean
anatomical image created with the SPM function “imcalc.” Individual
skull-stripped images were created for each participant by using only
those voxels of the individual anatomical image matching the segmented
white and gray matter images and after that normalized and averaged.

Results
Behavioral results
Before scanning, subjective feelings of hunger did not differ sig-
nificantly between sleep deprivation and habitual sleep (Fig. 2a,
t(31) � 0.75, p � 0.46). WTP as assessed in the prescan auction
phase increased selectively for food rewards after sleep depriva-
tion (sleep state � reward category interaction F(1,31) � 5.48, p �
0.03; Fig. 2b). A post hoc analysis of the food bids separated by
sleep state and caloric density revealed a main effect of sleep state
(F(1,31) � 5.65, p � 0.02), a main effect of caloric density (F(1,31) �

14.97, p � 0.001), and a trend of an inter-
action between these factors (F(1,31) �
4.05, p � 0.053).

During fMRI, participants made pur-
chasing decisions for all items from the
prescan bidding phase with the reference
price set to each participant’s median bid.
The percentage of irrational choices was
not significantly different between habit-
ual sleep (22.34 � 2.20%) and sleep depri-
vation (23.90 � 1.90%; t(31) � �0.53, p �
0.60). The p(buy) was higher for snacks
veresus trinkets (main effect category:
F(1,31) � 26.54, p � 0.001; Fig. 2c), but was
not differentially modulated by sleep
(F(1,31) � 0.35, p � 0.56; Fig. 2c) or a
sleep � category interaction (F(1,31) �
0.77, p � 0.39; Fig. 2c). Note that the ref-
erence price was individually adapted for

each session which explains why the state � category interaction
on WTP is not reflected in p(buy). There were no effects of
sleep state (F(1,31) � 0.05, p � 0.83; Fig. 2d) or reward category
(F(1,31) � 0.03, p � 0.87; Fig. 2d) on median reaction times, nor
was there an interaction (F(1,31) � 0.6, p � 0.44; Fig. 2d). We
further examined choice dynamics using a hierarchical Bayesian
implementation (Wiecki et al., 2013) of the DDM (Ratcliff and
McKoon, 2008), modeling linear changes in the drift rate v across
trials t as a function of �WTP	t
 � medianbid� using a full DDM
with a linear term for v. Descriptively, conflict-dependent slow-
ing tended to be reduced for both reward conditions after sleep
deprivation compared with habitual sleep (Fig. 2e, but note that
the 95% highest density intervals for the regression coefficients
showed some overlap).

Correlation analyses including WTP and behavioral measures
revealed that the change in subjective values from food to non-
food items between sessions was not correlated with the change in
hunger ratings, nor with the change in reaction times for deci-
sions in the choice phase of the BDM task (all R � �0.25, all p �
0.12). However, the change in subjective value was positively
correlated with the change in the probability to buy items during
the scanner choice phase (r � 0.50, p � 0.004, significant after
Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons).

fMRI results
fMRI revealed a main effect of subjective value across sleep states
and reward categories in vmPFC [MNI coordinates (x, y, z) �

Figure 2. Behavioral data. Subjective hunger ratings (a) did not differ significantly between habitual sleep (“HS”; blue) and sleep deprivation (“SD”; red). After sleep deprivation, WTP specifically
increased for food compared with nonfood (b, sleep state � reward category interaction, p � 0.03). The probability to buy snacks for the reference price during scanning only showed a main effect
of category (c, p � 0.001) and reaction times did not differ significantly across sleep and category (d, all p � 0.58). Diffusion modeling suggested attenuated conflict-induced reductions in drift rate
following sleep deprivation for both food and nonfood rewards (e). Data are shown as mean � SEM.

Figure 3. Main effect of parametric valuation signals (WTP) across both reward categories (food, nonfood) and both states
(habitual sleep, sleep deprivation). Effects are revealed in vmPFC (�9, 41, �7): z � 4.78, p � 0.001, FWE-SVC-corrected;
display threshold: p � 0.005, uncorrected.
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(�9, 41, �7); z � 4.78, p � 0.001, FWE-SVC-corrected with
reward ROI mask; the identical peak survives FWE-SVC (p �
0.001) across a vmPFC ROI based on Chib et al. (2009) for con-
firmation of anatomical localization, see Materials and Methods;
Fig. 3]. None of the other whole-brain-uncorrected clusters sur-
vived SVC across the reward ROI or the other two ROI masks. In
contrast, bilateral hypothalamus and amygdala both showed dis-
tinct sleep � reward category interaction effects. Valuation sig-
nals [i.e., parametric effects of WTP on BOLD amplitude) in
bilateral hypothalamus (right (4, �1, �10): z � 3.27, p � 0.018,
FWE-SVC-corrected; left (�4, �7, �12): z � 2.92, p � 0.048
FWE-SVC-corrected; Fig. 4] were selectively increased for food
rewards following sleep deprivation. None of the other whole-
brain-uncorrected clusters survived SVC across the other two
ROI masks. Additionally, BOLD activation related to stimulus
onset in bilateral amygdala [right (20, �2, �25): z � 3.48, p �
0.04, FWE-SVC-corrected; left (�24, �7, �25): z � 3.19, p �
0.088, FWE-SVC-corrected; Fig. 5] was selectively enhanced for
food rewards following sleep deprivation. None of the other
whole-brain-uncorrected clusters survived SVC across the other
two ROI masks.

We then ran PPI analyses with the three significant clusters of
the onset-related and valuation interaction analyses (right
amygdala, left and right hypothalamus; see Figs. 4, 5) by using the
peak coordinates as seed regions.

The PPI with the seed in the right amygdala then revealed
coupling with left hypothalamus [(�6, �7, �12): z � 3.50, p �
0.011, FWE-SVC-corrected; with right hypothalamus (9, �4,
�12): z � 2.67, p � 0.098, FWE-SVC-corrected; Fig. 6] and with

left lateral OFC [(�24, 28, �16), z � 4.33, p � 0.008, FWE-SVC-
corrected with reward ROI mask; the identical peak survives
FWE-SVC (p � 0.005) across a lOFC ROI based on Suzuki et al.
(2017) for confirmation of anatomical localization, see methods;
for lists of all activated brain regions in each of the four above
described contrasts see Tables 1, 2, 3, and 4]. Therefore, these
regions also showed a food-specific increase in functional connectivity
following sleep deprivation versus habitual sleep. The changes in
neural activity between states and categories were not correlated
with the change in subjective value reflected in the bids (all R �
0.24, all p � 0.18).

Neither left nor right hypothalamus was coupled with any of
the ROIs.

Endocrine results
Blood samples collected immediately before fMRI scanning re-
vealed that sleep deprivation induced a distinct morning increase
in des-acyl ghrelin (Wilcoxon signed-rank test: z � 2.27, p �
0.04; Fig. 7b), whereas morning levels of total ghrelin, acyl ghre-
lin, leptin, insulin, glucose, cortisol, and HOMA-IR measures did
not differ significantly between sleep deprivation and habitual
sleep (all p � 0.11; Fig. 7a,c– g, Table 5). All hormone parameters
were significantly correlated between the two conditions (all R �
0.44, all p � 0.02), with the exception of glucose (r � 0.16,
p � 0.40).

Based on these ghrelin differences between sessions, we con-
ducted further exploratory analyses with the three ghrelin param-
eters. The magnitude of the intraindividual increases in ghrelin
between sessions neither correlated with the change in WTP for

Figure 4. Parametric value effects on BOLD amplitude. Sleep state � reward category in-
teraction contrast for valuation signals revealed food-specific valuation increases in bilateral
hypothalamus following sleep deprivation [right (4, �1, 10): z � 3.27, p � 0.018, FWE-SVC-
corrected; left (�4, �7, �12): z � 2.92, p � 0.048, FWE-SVC-corrected; display threshold:
p � 0.005, uncorrected].

Figure 5. BOLD activation related to stimulus onset. Sleep state � reward category inter-
action with respect to stimulus onset revealed increased activation in bilateral basolateral
amygdala for food versus nonfood rewards following sleep deprivation versus habitual sleep
[right (20, �2, �25): z � 3.48, p � 0.04, FWE-SVC-corrected; left (�24, �7, �25): z �
3.19, p � 0.088, FWE-SVC-corrected; display threshold: p � 0.005, uncorrected].
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food items, nor with the change in the difference between WTP
for food vs nonfood items (all �R� � 0.31, all p � 0.11). For hunger
ratings, the change from habitual sleep to sleep deprivation nei-
ther correlated with the change in total nor in acyl ghrelin (all
�R� � 0.26, all p � 0.18). The change in des-acyl ghrelin from
habitual sleep to sleep deprivation revealed a significant negative

correlation with the change in hunger rat-
ings (r � �0.42, p � 0.02). However, this
correlation did not survive correction for
multiple comparisons. When regarding
only the individual sessions, there was no
significant correlation between hunger
ratings and des-acyl ghrelin values in the
sleep deprivation session (r � 0.12, p �
0.53), compared with in the habitual sleep
session (r � �0.48, p � 0.009). Concern-
ing fMRI effects, the change in ghrelin be-
tween states neither correlated with
activation in the above reported peaks for
valuation, image onset-related activity,
nor coupling (all �R� � 0.34, all p � 0.07).

Because leptin is also a key player in
hunger regulation, we repeated the above-
mentioned correlation analyses of behav-
ioral and fMRI data also with leptin as an
additional exploratory analysis requested

by one reviewer. Similar to ghrelin, leptin was also not correlated
with the changes between sessions in WTP for food items only
(r � �0.004, p � 0.98), nor with the change of the difference
between WTP for food and nonfood items (r � 0.06, p � 0.77),
nor with hunger ratings (r � �0.06, p � 0.76). For fMRI, the
change in leptin between session did neither correlate with acti-
vation in peaks for valuation, image onset-related activity, nor
coupling (all �R� � 0.32, all p � 0.09).

Finally, in an exploratory analysis, we combined all noncorre-
lated hormone parameters (see Materials and Methods) in a mul-
tiple regression analysis to test the association of the sleep �
category interaction effects with changes in hormone parameters.
The fMRI activations for valuation, image onset-related activity,
and coupling were not significantly predicted by hormonal
change scores (all p � 0.10).

Discussion
We found that, compared with a night of habitual sleep, a full
night of sleep deprivation selectively increased the subjective val-
uation of snack food rewards compared with nonfood rewards.
This result was paralleled by increased amygdala and hypothala-
mus activity selectively after sleep deprivation in response to food
image onsets or their parametrical modulation by value. Further-
more, functional connectivity between amygdala and hypothala-
mus was increased after sleep deprivation specifically for food
versus nonfood rewards. However, we found no evidence for a
hormonal modulation of activity in these regions in response to
food rewards after sleep deprivation.

We used a well established paradigm from behavioral eco-
nomics (Becker et al., 1964) that has been repeatedly applied in
conjunction with both food and nonfood rewards and fMRI
(Plassmann et al., 2007; Chib et al., 2009; Suzuki et al., 2017).
Consistent with previous work (Chib et al., 2009), vmPFC acti-
vation tracked subjective valuation of both food and nonfood
rewards. Our results show similar valuation effects in vmPFC
across reward categories and sleep states, whereas previous stud-
ies observed sleep-deprivation-dependent decreases in value rep-
resentations in vmPFC for risky monetary rewards (Menz et al.,
2012) or increases in social value signals in vmPFC (Libedinsky et
al., 2011). However, in contrast to these earlier studies, here,
participants were highly deprived of the tested reinforcer, which
likely explains variable vmPFC results between studies. More-
over, our finding of selective hypothalamic valuation changes for

Figure 6. Functional connectivity results from PPI. The seed was placed in the right amygdala peak of the contrast for activation
related to stimulus onset, showing higher activation for food versus nonfood items following sleep deprivation versus habitual
sleep (left). Coupling of this seed with left hypothalamus [left (�6, �7, �12): z � 3.50, p � 0.011, FWE-SVC-corrected; right
panel] was significantly greater for food versus nonfood in sleep deprivation versus habitual sleep. The center panel shows the food
versus nonfood coupling parameters for sleep deprivation and habitual sleep.

Table 1. Brain regions where valuation signal activation increased for both
categories (food and nonfood) and both states (sleep deprivation and habitual
sleep), for p < 0.001, uncorrected, with at least 5 contiguous voxels

Region
Cluster
size MNI coordinates (x, y, z) z-value

L superior frontal gyrus 439 �14 40 42 5.18*
L ventromedial prefrontal cortex/

medial orbitofrontal cortex
1381 �9 41 �7 4.78

L angular gyrus 572 �50 �62 40 4.47
R parahippocampal gyrus 53 10 �1 �31 4.29
L posterior cingulate gyrus 52 �3 �50 20 4.24
R inferior occipital gyrus 119 44 �86 �8 4.02
R inferior frontal gyrus, orbital part 19 28 26 �8 3.78
L gyrus rectus 28 �12 29 �20 3.70
L inferior frontal gyrus, orbital part 30 �46 26 �8 3.68
R caudate nucleus 15 10 11 16 3.61
R superior occipital gyrus 19 28 �96 18 3.60
L middle frontal gyrus 21 �40 17 44 3.55
L middle frontal gyrus, orbital part 36 �21 52 �13 3.52
L middle frontal gyrus, orbital part 51 �34 50 �8 3.49
L inferior temporal gyrus 9 �52 �28 �20 3.49
R middle cingulate gyrus 51 3 �36 32 3.48
L angular gyrus 37 �38 �66 32 3.48
L inferior frontal gyrus, triangular part 18 �38 23 2 3.48
L insula 26 �28 16 �8 3.45
L inferior frontal gyrus, orbital part 7 �12 14 �30 3.45
L middle temporal gyrus 22 �69 �32 �2 3.44
L angular gyrus 26 �46 �50 23 3.42
R anterior cingulate gyrus 8 8 28 �7 3.40
R superior frontal gyrus, medial part 6 3 59 5 3.38
R insula 8 30 17 �19 3.36
L middle frontal gyrus 11 �38 23 44 3.36
R middle frontal gyrus 7 44 40 11 3.35
L inferior temporal gyrus 10 �54 �40 �18 3.31
R inferior temporal gyrus 9 50 �1 �34 3.27
L middle cingulate gyrus 9 �8 �43 34 3.27
L middle temporal gyrus 9 �63 �34 �16 3.23

*Peaks that are �0.05, whole-brain FWE corrected.
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food reward following sleep loss outlines a mechanism through
which food cues might gain access to hypothalamic processing
specifically in the sleep-deprived state. Further, the BDM food
valuation task contained a nonfood control condition that al-
lowed us to account for general differences in brain reward re-
sponsivity after sleep deprivation, complementing and extending
previous literature on sleep deprivation and food reward process-
ing (Benedict et al., 2012; Greer et al., 2013).

Role of homeostatic hormones in food valuation after
sleep deprivation
Our experimental approach allowed for a combined investiga-
tion of hormonal, behavioral, and neural underpinnings of food
reward processing following sleep loss. Although a hormonal ac-
count of sleep loss-induced overeating is controversial (Spiegel et
al., 2004; Chaput and St-Onge, 2014), none of the previous stud-
ies investigating sleep deprivation in combination with food

stimuli controlled for endocrine effects on BOLD activity (Bene-
dict et al., 2012; St-Onge et al., 2012; Greer et al., 2013) despite the
suggested association between ghrelin and neural food reward
responses (Malik et al., 2008; Kroemer et al., 2013; Goldstone et
al., 2014) based in part on the known effects of ghrelin on dopa-
mine release (Jerlhag et al., 2006, 2007; Jerlhag, 2008).

As expected, we observed increases in circulating des-acyl
ghrelin after sleep deprivation compared with habitual sleep,
whereas total and acyl ghrelin levels were not significantly differ-
ent between conditions. The strong positive between-session cor-
relation of all hormone parameters except glucose indicates the
reliability of the laboratory methods and a trait-like stability of
the endocrine parameters, with a potential modulation by sleep
state only in the case of des-acyl ghrelin. Initially, acyl ghrelin was
thought to be the biological active hormone that binds to the
GHSR-1s receptor, whereas des-acyl ghrelin was thought to be an
inactive degradation product of acyl ghrelin (Kojima et al., 1999).
Although this view has recently been questioned (Delhanty et al.,
2012, 2014; Müller et al., 2015), potential mechanisms of action
of des-acyl ghrelin still need to be elucidated. Additionally, the
interpretation of our results is complicated by the inconsistent
use of the different ghrelin parameters in previous studies, focus-
ing on total (Schmid et al., 2008), acyl (Goldstone et al., 2014), or
des-acyl ghrelin (Kroemer et al., 2013) or on growth hormone
assessment (Malik et al., 2008).

Contrary to our hypothesis, changes between sessions in ghre-
lin were not correlated with changes in fMRI activity. In addition
to the absence of associations between changes in ghrelin levels
and behavior, this result further argues against a hormonal ac-
count of effects of sleep loss on food intake (Chaput and St-Onge,
2014; Cedernaes et al., 2015). One potential explanation might be
a ceiling effect of homeostatic hunger in both conditions. We

Table 2. Brain regions where valuation signal activation selectively increased for
food compared with nonfood rewards after sleep deprivation compared with
habitual sleep for p < 0.001, uncorrected, with at least 5 contiguous voxels; none
of the peaks survived whole-brain FWE correction

Region Cluster size MNI coordinates (x, y, z) z-value

L parahippocampal gyrus 15 �10 �16 �22 3.89
R gyrus rectus 9 16 28 �12 3.46
R middle frontal gyrus, orbital part 5 16 42 �13 3.35
R middle frontal gyrus 5 27 4 41 3.32
R hypothalamus 7 4 �1 �10 3.27

Table 3. Brain regions where BOLD activation related to stimulus onset selectively
increased for food compared with nonfood images after sleep deprivation
compared with habitual sleep for p < 0.001, uncorrected, with at least 5
contiguous voxels; none of the peaks survived whole-brain FWE correction

Region Cluster size MNI coordinates (x, y, z) z-value

L middle temporal gyrus 115 �36 6 �30 4.19
L superior frontal gyrus, medial part 97 �9 32 38 4.13
L gyrus rectus 44 �16 23 �12 4.12
L posterior cingulate gyrus 65 �10 �44 24 3.99
L precuneus 281 �6 �62 46 3.89
R/L superior frontal gyrus, medial part 79 3 30 41 3.82
R superior temporal pole 51 34 11 �28 3.80
R middle temporal gyrus 34 66 �10 �24 3.77
L superior temporal gyrus 24 �36 �26 �1 3.77
L hippocampus 13 �30 �28 �8 3.75
L superior frontal gyrus 28 �14 56 38 3.73
R anterior cingulate gyrus 14 9 24 16 3.65
L posterior cingulate gyrus 13 �9 �32 20 3.63
L precuneus 13 �15 �43 4 3.61
L middle frontal gyrus 24 �34 42 17 3.60
L anterior cingulate gyrus 33 �8 30 14 3.58
L superior frontal gyrus, medial part 15 �2 26 42 3.56
L parahippocampal gyrus 31 �6 �22 �25 3.53
L anterior cingulate gyrus 26 �4 42 17 3.51
L inferior parietal lobule 17 �45 �48 56 3.50
L middle cingulate gyrus 30 �6 �42 40 3.49
L posterior cingulate gyrus 15 �9 �34 30 3.49
R amygdala 20 20 �2 �25 3.48
L middle temporal gyrus 7 �52 �40 �10 3.45
R thalamus 6 6 �13 �2 3.39
R hippocampus 7 20 �37 0 3.39
L middle frontal gyrus 13 �40 16 41 3.31
L hippocampus 6 �26 �7 �26 3.29
L postcentral gyrus 6 �52 �8 24 3.21
R angular gyrus 5 42 �60 41 3.19

Table 4. Brain regions coupled with right amygdala where BOLD activation related
to stimulus onset increased for food compared with nonfood images after sleep
deprivation compared with habitual sleep for p < 0.001, uncorrected, with at
least 5 contiguous voxels; none of the peaks survived whole-brain FWE correction

Region Cluster size MNI coordinates (x, y, z) z-value

L fusiform gyrus 60 �24 �36 �22 4.89
L posterior orbitofrontal cortex 196 �26 29 �16 4.81
L middle frontal gyrus 181 �44 28 30 4.25
L thalamus 25 �14 �16 �8 3.97
L precuneus 29 �10 �50 12 3.85
R thalamus 20 6 �12 �12 3.84
L anterior cingulate gyrus 46 �8 35 28 3.81
R insula 70 26 16 �14 3.75
L middle cingulate gyrus 16 �3 �13 30 3.73
R angular gyrus 17 34 �42 35 3.69
R parahippocampal gyrus 15 18 �36 �6 3.68
L hypothalamus 16 �8 �8 �12 3.67
R precuneus 10 22 �54 34 3.65
R insula 14 36 10 �13 3.52
R middle temporal gyrus 48 39 �66 14 3.49
L lobule IV, V of cerebellar hemisphere 15 �9 �52 �24 3.48
L hippocampus 12 �34 �16 �12 3.47
R posterior orbitofrontal cortex 25 26 24 �16 3.46
L middle occipital gyrus 14 �46 �78 17 3.43
L middle frontal gyrus 10 �26 40 28 3.40
L parahippocampal gyrus 8 �27 �16 �24 3.38
R middle cingulate gyrus 6 3 �38 34 3.37
L superior frontal gyrus 5 �20 12 36 3.32
L middle cingulate gyrus 7 �8 �34 34 3.24
R middle temporal gyrus 6 44 �66 20 3.21
L middle temporal gyrus 6 �46 �38 �6 3.18
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found substantially higher average total and des-acyl ghrelin lev-
els in both conditions compared with previous studies (Schmid et
al., 2008; Kroemer et al., 2013). These differences might be due to
a longer fasting interval in our approach, which could increase
hunger to a ceiling level, as well as standardized dinner consump-
tion. Moreover, in contrast to Schmid et al. (2008), participants
were allowed to freely move during sleep deprivation. However,
previous studies found no effect of exercise on des-acyl ghrelin
concentrations (Shiiya et al., 2011) and mixed effects on total
ghrelin levels (Burns et al., 2007; Toshinai et al., 2007; Jürimäe et
al., 2009).

We found involvement of the hypothalamus, which regulates
hunger (Anand and Brobeck, 1951) and circadian rhythm
(Economo, 1930), in food valuation after sleep deprivation. This
suggests a possible sleep-deprivation-dependent switch from he-
donic reward systems to homeostatic systems for food valuation.

Our work replicates previous results (Sun et al., 2015) build-
ing upon findings of cue-potentiated feeding (Weingarten,
1983), which demonstrated amygdala activity in response to food
cues in a sated state. In our dataset, as in Sun et al. (2015), ghrelin
did not modulate amygdala– hypothalamus interactions, which
might reflect an increased hedonic rather than hormonal mech-
anism. However, if homeostasis-related hormones play a lesser
role, what might drive the amygdala-hypothalamic circuit fol-
lowing sleep loss? Hedonic factors (e.g., the opioid system; Levine
and Billington, 2004) or alterations in dopamine transmission
(Volkow et al., 2008, 2012) might additionally contribute to in-
creased food valuation after sleep loss.

Limitations
Although previous studies observed effects of sleep deprivation
on ghrelin concentrations in smaller samples (Spiegel et al., 2004;

Schmid et al., 2008; Hogenkamp et al., 2013), potential interac-
tion effects between ghrelin and food valuation might be more
subtle. Larger samples in future studies might help to avoid po-
tential problems such as underpowered analyses.

Consistent with previous findings (Ratcliff and Van Dongen,
2009, 2011; Menz et al., 2012), our DDM analyses using a regres-
sion approach revealed attenuated conflict-dependent changes in
drift rate following sleep deprivation. However, DDM parame-
ters did not show differential effects for food versus nonfood
rewards, suggesting that choice dynamics were affected by sleep
deprivation, but not in a category-specific fashion. Despite a non-
optimized design due to minimum waiting periods before re-
sponse logging, we observed effects of sleep deprivation similar to
previous studies (Ratcliff and Van Dongen, 2009, 2011; Menz et
al., 2012).

Dinner serving sizes were standardized but not adapted to
basal metabolic rates of the participants. To avoid confounds due
to different metabolic rates, future studies might adapt serving
sizes based on basal metabolic rates (Harris and Benedict, 1918).

Recent studies recommended distortion correction before
T1-based normalization (Calhoun et al., 2017), which was not
performed in our study. However, additional control analyses
revealed reduced sensitivity for valuation signals in vmPFC in the
present dataset when using EPI-template based normalization as
recommended by Calhoun et al. (2017) rather than T1-based
normalization using unified segmentation. Nonetheless, future
studies might benefit from obtaining field maps to improve sen-
sitivity (Calhoun et al., 2017).

One problem of modern society is sleep restriction that builds
up constantly over a week of work (McCoy and Strecker, 2011)
rather than total sleep deprivation. However, in our approach, we
used a total night of using sleep deprivation as a first step in
unraveling mechanisms underlying sleep-loss-associated in-
creased food valuation. Potential differences in the effects of par-
tial and total sleep deprivation on homeostasis-related processes
should be explored directly in future studies.

A final limitation of our study is the lack of reliable objective
measures for sleep quality and quantity because only actigraphy
was applied to monitor sleep duration before habitual sleep ses-
sions in combination with a questionnaire-based assessment of
general sleep quality, instead of detailed monitoring via polysom-
nography. Future studies might use more reliable objective sleep
measures to control sleep quality and quantity and to explore a
potential active role of sleep quality in modulating homeostasis-
related processes.

Figure 7. Endocrine raw data. Shown are blood plasma concentrations of total ghrelin (a), des-acyl ghrelin (b), and acyl ghrelin (c), as well as blood serum concentrations of leptin (d), cortisol
(e), insulin (f ), and glucose (g). The difference in blood levels between states was only significant for des-acyl ghrelin (z � �2.07, p � 0.04).

Table 5. Raw endocrine parameter concentrations after habitual sleep and a full
night of sleep deprivation

Endocrine parameter Habitual sleep Sleep deprivation z-value p-value

Ghrelin total (pg/ml) 1048.14 � 61.54 1140.94 � 64.37 �1.59 0.11
Ghrelin acyl (pg/ml) 298.60 � 24.92 275.33 � 23.03 0.96 0.34
Ghrelin des-acyl (pg/ml) 749.54 � 69.06 865.61 � 73.73 �2.07 0.039*
Leptin (ng/ml) 1.82 � 0.21 1.77 � 0.20 0.12 0.91
Cortisol (�g/L) 118.00 � 8.09 122.90 � 7.49 �0.56 0.57
Insulin (�U/ml) 6.53 � 0.53 5.96 � 0.47 0.65 0.52
Glucose (mg/dl) 78.48 � 2.14 79.38 � 1.86 �0.02 0.98
HOMA-IR 1.29 � 0.12 1.18 � 0.10 0.77 0.44

Shown are total, acyl, and des-acyl ghrelin as well as leptin, cortisol, insulin, and glucose concentrations after a full
night of habitual sleep or total sleep deprivation for 29 participants. z-values are from nonparametric Wilcoxon
signed-rank tests. Data are shown as mean � SEM.

*p � 0.05.
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Conclusion
The link between sleep loss and obesity is well established by
various meta-analyses (Sperry et al., 2015; Capers et al., 2015).
Although the extent of the contribution of hormonal and hedo-
nic factors to this phenomenon is a matter of ongoing contro-
versy (Chaput and St-Onge, 2014; Cedernaes et al., 2015), to our
knowledge, no other study has combined a within-subject sleep
deprivation paradigm including value-based food decision mak-
ing under realistic everyday life conditions with adequate non-
food control stimuli, brain activation, and homeostatic hormone
concentrations. By using these methods, we revealed a mecha-
nism through which sleep deprivation might promote food in-
take by enabling food cues to gain access to processing in
hypothalamic circuits via the amygdala. This might then drive a
food-specific increase in behavioral valuation as well as hypotha-
lamic representations of value, thereby potentially increasing the
likelihood of overeating and consequentially weight gain and
obesity risk.
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